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ASSURANCE

GeBBS’ iCode Assurance analytics platform delivers risk assessments that identify codes and claims to provide
our clients with real-time feedback on compliance and revenue impacted risk + financial opportunity. Our innovative
workflow platform allows for immediate corrective action to remedy risk and delivers robust reporting metrics around
results and education, that also validates a strong positive ROI impact. 
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iCode Assurance: Coding Audit Software

Benefits of iCode Assurance

Enhanced Features of iCode Assurance
One Platform for All Service Types and Workflows:
Streamline all concurrent and retrospective coding and auditing e�orts into one tool. iCA covers coding for all points of care 
including inpatient, outpatient, professional, performance measures and HCC. 

Customization:
iCA is configurable and can be customized to fit all workflow and reporting needs. GeBBS’ team of 100+  dedicated 
software experts are readily available to quickly support customization and deliver a distinctive product that 
encompasses requested specifications.    

Implementation Team:
Easy implementation and maximized outcomes; internal IT resources required are minimal. GeBBS provides dedicated support 
through a highly skilled and experienced team. Our team includes project managers, coding/auditing SMEs, and additional 
experts in EMRs and IT.

Optimize Compliance with Analytics:
Enhance or replace current coding and compliance workflows. iCA provides e�ective and automated tools to identify risk and 
immediately act upon opportunities.     

Combine GeBBS Services with Internal Operations:
iCA enables both internal and external teams to work within one tool to provide information integrity, continuity, visibility, and 
allows for consolidated feedback that significantly enhances outcomes.

iCode Assurance allows clients to use their team, GeBBS’ team, or a combined team to utilize our robust workflow
engine that reviews all encounters for potential risk.
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Frequently Asked Questions

 Specifications and Requirements

1.
Are you struggling to manage Excel spreadsheets?

iCA allows visibility and workflow 
management features such as scheduling, 
automated sampling, and productivity reports. 2.

Do you need meaningful coder and provider education? 

iCA aggregates findings and results within 
user friendly reports to summarize 
educational opportunities and feedback for
 improved outcomes. 

3.
Are you having difficulty assessing performance 
metrics within your organization? 

iCA provides real-time executive level 
dashboards and reports to track key 
performance indicators such as comparative 
results, trending, and financial impact.

4.
Do you want to do more with your current resources? 

iCA’s workflows improve coder and auditor 
productivity, its automation reduces 
administrative time, and the analytics expand 
opportunity to identify risk. 

Technical Specifications:

Secure access by using SSL  
Dedicated instances for web and 
database servers  
Encrypted backup technology  

Logs are stored and reviewed on regular intervals
Port-based access 

Machine Requirements:

Windows OS 7 or above
MS Excel 2007 or above  
Internet Explorer 11 or above  

Chrome 51.0.2704.103 or above  
Mozilla Firefox 47.0 or above   

Security Features:

SOC 1 Type II, SOC 2 Type II and ISO     
27001 Certified

Secure API access point for encrypted 
transmission over HTTPS by using SSL  

Log aggregation options and reporting  
OWASP Top 10 2017 capabilities 

SHA 512 & Salted keys used for login


